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What are kosher and halal
foods?
Who are the consumers?
What are the applicable laws and
regulations?
Who certifies or inspects?

`

`

`

kosher or kashrut is Hebrew for “fit” or

“proper”
food that meets standards laid out in the
Hebrew Bible , as interpreted by subsequent
rabbinical authorities
kosher laws require some control over the
entire chain of food production, service, and
consumption

`

(1) comes from proper source

◦ kosher: cows (animals with split hooves,
chews cud), chicken, fish (with scales and fins)
◦ nonkosher: pigs, horses, insects,
shellfish, fish (w/o fins and
scales), birds of prey

`

(2) can’t be combined with some food even
though considered kosher
◦ kosher laws prohibit combining meat and milk

`

(3) must be prepared in a specific way
◦ can’t prepare kosher food with unkosher
utensils, equipment, etc.
◦ animals must be slaughtered properly

`

`

`

halal is a term used to describe anything

“permissible” or “ritually fit for use” under
Islamic law
laws involve which foods can and cannot be
eaten and proper method of slaughtering an
animal for consumption pursuant to the Quran
somewhat similar provisions
to kosher food laws

`

Permitted substances (called halal ):

◦ usually understood as anything not expressly
prohibited by the Quran
◦ e.g. meat and poultry are permitted only if properly
slaughtered

`

Prohibited substances (called haram):

◦ Pork, blood, alcohol, carnivorous animals, birds of
prey, snakes, amphibians, improperly slaughtered
meat and poultry

`

`
`

`

`

kosher products are $9 billion
industry
more than 100,000 kosher certified products
average number of kosher products in
grocery stores is 17,000
in 2005, 40% of U.S. grocery sales were
kosher products
consumers spent $165 billion for kosher
products in 2003, compared to $250 million
25 years earlier

`

observant Jews and Muslims

◦ Jews only 30% of kosher food consumers

`

unintentional purchase by general public

◦ in 2000, sales of kosher products were $150
billion, but consumers intending to buy kosher
products made up only $4.8 billion (~3%)

`

intentional purchase

◦ observe dietary restrictions imposed by other
religions
◦ food allergies, aversions or intolerances
◦ vegetarian, vegan
◦ moral or health conscious

`

`

`

historically, people produced their own food and
could rely on community relationships to be sure
food fulfilled kosher or halal standards
industrialization of food production has changed
food system for religious communities
to ensure religious standards of their food,
consumers of kosher and halal foods must rely
on:
◦ supervision and certification experts
within religious communities
◦ state law intervention
◦ labels

`

Federal Law

◦ Humane Slaughter Act
◦ Poultry Products Inspection Act

`

State Law

◦ Kosher Fraud Statutes

`

Common law

◦ Hygrade Provision v. Sherman
◦ Ran-Dav County Kosher v. New Jersey

`

Private enforcement

◦ Kosher Supervision Agencies
◦ Halal Certification Agencies
◦ Consumer alert services
x
x
x
x

Kashrut.com
Kashrus Magazine
Kosher Information Bureau
Muslim Consumer Group

`

Humane Slaughter Act of 1958

◦ requires USDA Food Safety and Inspection Service
inspectors at slaughtering plants to oversee compliance
◦ Objective:
x to protect livestock during slaughter

`

Poultry Products Inspection Act of 1957

◦ requires USDA Food Safety and Inspection Service to
inspect all domesticated birds when slaughtered and
processed into products for human consumption
◦ Objectives

x prevent adulterated or misbranded poultry and products from
being sold as food
x to ensure that poultry and poultry products are slaughtered
and processed under sanitary conditions

`

`

The Secretary shall, by regulation and under such
conditions as to sanitary standards, practices, and
procedures as he may prescribe, exempt from
specific provisions of this chapter. . .
(3) persons slaughtering, processing, or otherwise
handling poultry or poultry products which have
been or are to be processed as required by
recognized religious dietary laws, to the extent
that the Secretary determines necessary to avoid
conflict with such requirements while still
effectuating the purposes of this chapter.

`

`

`

No method of slaughtering or handling in connection with
slaughtering shall be deemed to comply with the public policy of the
United States unless it is humane. Either of the following two methods
of slaughtering and handling are hereby found to be humane:

(a) in the case of cattle, calves, horses, mules, sheep, swine, and other
livestock, all animals are rendered insensible to pain by a single blow
or gunshot or an electrical, chemical or other means that is rapid and
effective, before being shackled, hoisted, thrown, cast, or cut; or

(b) by slaughtering in accordance with the ritual
requirements of the Jewish faith or any other religious faith
that prescribes a method of slaughter whereby the animal
suffers loss of consciousness by anemia of the brain caused
by the simultaneous and instantaneous severance of the
carotid arteries with a sharp instrument and handling in
connection with such slaughtering.

`

Kosher Food Industry

◦ individual rabbis
◦ local rabbinical organizations
◦ Kosher Supervision Agencies (KSAs)

`

Halal Food Industry

◦ individual Muslim leaders
◦ local Islamic organizations
◦ Halal Certifying Agencies (HCAs)

`

`
`

manufactures, small businesses or restaurants
initiate contact with a certification agency or
individual
certification agencies, individuals or local
organizations then inspect, certify and supervise
certification process:
◦ investigation

x certification agency will investigate
plant or establishment and perform
an inspection

◦ supervision

x establishment or manufacturer will
enter into contract with certifier and
submit to future supervision under
terms of contract

`

hundreds of private, self-regulating kosher
certification and supervision organizations
have been established in U.S.

◦ perform inspections, supervise production
◦ protect consumers of kosher products from fraud

`

Main Certifiers:
◦
◦
◦
◦

Orthodox Jewish Congregations (OU)
Organized Kashrus Laboratories (OK)
Kof-K Kosher Supervision
Star-K Kosher Certification

`

`
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halal certifiers similar to kosher certifiers in
objective to provide inspection and supervision
services
halal food industries more established abroad
than in non-Muslim countries like U.S.
Main Certifiers

◦ Islamic Services of America (ISA)
◦ Islamic Food and Nutrition Council (IFANCA)
◦ Muslim Consumer Group (MCG)

`

nutrition label does not contain enough information to
make a judgment about a product's kosher or halal status
◦ FDA does not require an ingredient to be listed if it is not used
in large enough quantities and does not require source
information for additives
◦ according to kosher and halal laws, every ingredient, no matter
the amount, must be kosher or halal for the product to be
certified

`

most certifiers have registered trademarks with USPTO

◦ Hundreds of recognized symbols in kosher and halal industries

`

kosher or halal labels provide important information
◦ whether kosher or halal certified
◦ whether products contain
dairy or produced using
equipment that processed
dairy, for example

`

`

communities sometimes failed to consistently enforce
standards on merchants and producers
higher cost of products lead to false advertising and
false labeling

◦ kosher certification can cost $3,000-$10,000 per year
◦ kosher meat is typically 3 times the price of nonkosher meat

`

at least 22 states have consumer protection statutes
for kosher food

◦ consumers can sue under theories of breach of contract,
breach of duty, or misrepresentation
◦ KSAs can sue under trademark law or breach of supervision
contract

`

typically statutes define kosher as: “prepared under
the traditional Hebrew rules” or in “accordance with
Jewish religious dietary requirements”

`

`

since mid 90s, the Second Circuit, Fourth
Circuit, and New Jersey Supreme Court have
invalidated kosher fraud statutes for violating
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment
argument:

◦ "Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of
religion”
◦ state supervision through kosher fraud
statutes amounts to an imposition of one religious
standard of observance to the exclusion of others

Hygrade Provision v. Sherman, 266 U.S.497
`
`

`

(1925)
predated application of First Amendment to
states
several New York butchers complained that
the terms “kosher” and “orthodox Hebrew
religious requirements” were indefinite as to
make it impossible for vendors of kosher meat
to know exactly what standard regulates their
trade
SCOTUS upheld New York kosher fraud statute
finding “kosher” was not so indeterminate as
to present a violation of Due Process Clause

Ran-Dav ‘s Kosher County, Inc. v. State, 608 A.2d
`

`

`

1353 (N.J. 1992)
in 1947 the SCOTUS held that the Establishment
Clause of the First Amendment applies to the
states through the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment
kosher butcher cited for violation of state’s kosher
regulations by failing to properly label meat that
had not been soaked and salted according to
kosher law
NJ Supreme Court held (in 4-3 vote) that
regulations were unconstitutional b/c they
“fostered an excessive government entanglement
with religion” and violated Establishment Clause

`

Other cases:

◦ Commack Self-Serv. Kosher Meats, Inc. v. Weiss, 294 F.3d 415
(2d Cir. 2002)
x NY kosher fraud statute invalidated because had primary effect of
advancing religion and creating excessive government involvement
in religious matters

◦ Barghout v. Bureau of Kosher Meat & Food Control, 66 F.3d
133 (4th Cir. 1995)
x Baltimore municipal kosher food laws unconstitutional

`

NJ has since replaced its invalidated statute with new
kosher disclosure statute
◦ N.J. Stat. Ann. § 56:8-63 (Any dealer who prepares,

distributes, sells or exposes for sale any food represented to
be kosher or kosher for Passover, shall disclose the basis
upon which that representation is made by posting the
information required by the director)

`

Is kosher or halal slaughter humane?

◦ Sweden, Finland, Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, Norway
restrict kosher slaughter
◦ Switzerland only allows kosher slaughter of chickens

`

`

`

Is goal of ritual slaughter or dietary laws to limit
animal suffering or simply because of a belief
that God or Allah requires it?
Are private certification agencies ensuring food
production follows kosher and halal standards?
“Kosher Wars” by Samantha M. Shapiro

◦ Oct. 2008 article in the New York Times
◦ http://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/12/magazine/12kos
her-t.html

`

`

`

`

formerly the largest kosher meatpacking plant
in the U.S.
August 2004: a PETA investigator filmed
inhumane slaughter of animals at
Agriprocessors Inc. plant in Postville Iowa
May 2007:PETA filmed a video of similar
slaughter practices in the Agriprocessors plant
in Gordon, Nebraska
USDA investigated and found
that Agriprocessors had
engaged in inhumane slaughter

`

Aftermath:

◦ Other violations:

x 9,000 violations of child labor laws
x hiring illegal immigrants
x CEO charged with bank fraud
and money laundering

◦ Agriprocessors filed for bankruptcy
in 2008
◦ led to nationwide kosher beef shortage
◦ August 2008: Reform Judaism's Central Conference of
American Rabbis resolved in to join forces with the
Rabbinical Assembly and the United Synagogue of
Conservative Judaism “to create an additional certification

for kosher products taking into account ethical
considerations in addition to ritual laws”

`

Kashrut.com
◦
◦
◦
◦

`

consumer kashrus alerts
articles
lists of kosher supervising agencies
travel links

Kashrusmagazine.com

◦ kosher supervision guide
◦ kosher alerts

`

Muslimconsumergroup.com
◦ consumer alerts
◦ new products lists
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